HAKU Latino Learning Community meeting

November 4 Fireside Room

Attendees:
Michelle Pena
Corny Rodriquez
Victor Diaz
Lisa Kent

JoAnn Acosta
Kathy Rosellini
Kendra Self

Concepts:
Developed form HAKU conference – create block scheduling, a learning community, directed towards Latinos. More than Puente.

Assign an ASEP of Eng/ESL, reading, Math, STDV and a GE course that has no prerequisites. Make it a learning community by ASEP direction not linking classes with LRNC. Save seats in each class for those cleared to register (Michelle). Use MIH students as source and connect with CalSOAP for Delano students.

Include Delano with less scheduling issues and smaller size – start (suggested Spring – not feasible) Fall 2015 with a cohort in Delano and at BC main campus. Total 40 Delano & 60 BC main campus.

Potential people:
Janet Tarjan
Pam Boyles
Richard Marquez
Erin Miller
JoAnn Acosta*
Lisa Kent
Victor Diaz*
Janet Fulks*
Nan Gomez-Heitzeberg
Tina Chamberlain
Bryan Hirayama
Sue Vaughn
Helen Acosta

Regina Hukill
Sandy Sierra
Raquel Lopez
Michael Korkock
Robert Torres
Rich McCrow
Corny Rodriquez*
Kathy Rosellini*
Paul Beckworth*
Bernadette Guitierrez*
Kim Bligh
Ed Barton

Incentive – students receives priority registration, mentor and fast track to college level
Other OSHER scholarship potential? Book vouchers?

Tasks:
Coordinate block
Check in with Regina
Check in with English and ESL
Identify CRNs
Create ASEP model
Use texting to communicate explore Blackboard connect and Remember me App
Setup a meeting M or W at 4PM and Skype with Delano
Kathy R report to FCDC and find out list of classes without prereq.

What do we want to learn?
Components that positively affect Latino success.